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Setup
The architecture of the system is a mixed client-server:
1. Client: remote desktop running Rapid Miner, or local client on the remote server running Rapid Miner
(RM)
2. The processes could all be executed on Rapid Analytics server (RA) in USA, or they could be executed on the desktop running RM but remote-calling the
RA:
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3. Files could be read from web URLs, local directories, server directories, or mySQL database on RA,
or mix of all of that.
mySQL
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Desktop directories:

Accent
Please read this document with a immix of suave Dutch Farsi accent.
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Please read this document with a immix of suave Dutch Farsi accent.

Example
Less than 20 resumes were randomly selected from a job site and stored in HTML format in a mySQL
database on RA.
Sample IT resume, corpus for learning algorithm:

Sample IT related Quality Assurance :
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Sample IT related Quality Assurance :

They were unevenly divided into IT development professional and IT Quality Assurance.
Then a Naive Bayes statistical classification algorithm ran over these resumes, to machine-learn how to
classify a future resume with similar wordings.
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They were unevenly divided into IT development professional and IT Quality Assurance.
Then a Naive Bayes statistical classification algorithm ran over these resumes, to machine-learn how to
classify a future resume with similar wordings.
Certain keywords from the resumes were selected for the learn algorithm:
management, design, work, assurance
Finally another set of new resumes selected without any classification and applied to the model built
from the above using the same keywords.

Processes
Following is the screen view of the Rapid-Miner running on the remote desktop:
1. Lower Left two icons RETRIEVE resu... and PROCSS DOCU..., are correspondingly for reading the
database on the RA server in USA called resme-data2 (see the left most lowest part of the image), and
PROCESS DOCU... reading the local directories in the remote desktop in Toronto.
2. ITdb is the name of the process that does all the work, partially running on the desktop (RM) and for
the most part running the RA in USA.
3. Box icons are pieces of code running small portions of the entire system. For example SELECT
ATTRIBUTE selects the keywords “management, design, work, assurance “and their stats.
4. Right-most box icon is Naive Bayes and its ouput is fed to the Apply Model which is where the
machine-learnt classification is applied to the new resumes coming from PROCESS DOCU... lowermost left side of the screen.
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5. DOCU PROC... is where the HTML files i.e. the resumes are read and processed i.e. the words
inside the resume are scanned and transformed to lower case and all the useless words like ‘
is’or ‘
the’
are removed from the original resume to simplify.
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6. This is the output of #5 processing the resumes and their keywords statistics which are then fed to
the Naive Bayes machine learning classification algorithm:
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7. This is the output of the Naive Bayes model applied to the new set of resumes. The predictions are
labeled accordingly with some of their confidence factors.
Although the predictions are correct the algorithm is not confident on some of the choices.
Right-most side columns are the stats from the new resumes.

Note: The new resume’
s correct classification not included in the system is tagged by suffix dummy i.e.
ITQAdummy or ITdummy so we can check to see if the classification is correct.

8. The textual connectivity and relationship of the words could be computed and graphed in the following sophisticated manner for the OPERATOR to decide which keywords are suitable for the machine
learning application and possibly which type of algorithm:
Clearly you can see the design and management are linked in complex fashion in people’
s resumes.
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The above graphs were again programmed the same way in Rapid-i using the graphical programmer:
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9. Now by altering the keywords we see some down turn in the classifications and these are not subtle
nor easily understood by human cognition, hence the machine-learning:
Keywords are only work and assurance. As you can see the classification predicts another ITQA which
should have been
IT!

